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Polydimethylsiloxane Composites for Optical Ultrasound
Generation and Multimodality Imaging
Sacha Noimark, Richard J. Colchester, Radhika K. Poduval, Efthymios Maneas,
Erwin J. Alles, Tianrui Zhao, Edward Z. Zhang, Michael Ashworth, Elena Tsolaki,
Adrian H. Chester, Najma Latif, Sergio Bertazzo, Anna L. David, Sebastien Ourselin,
Paul C. Beard, Ivan P. Parkin, Ioannis Papakonstantinou, and Adrien E. Desjardins*
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is widely used in biomedical science and can
form composites that have broad applicability. One promising application
where PDMS composites offer several advantages is optical ultrasound
generation via the photoacoustic effect. Here, methods to create these PDMS
composites are reviewed and classified. It is highlighted how the composites
can be applied to a range of substrates, from micrometer-scale, temperaturesensitive optical fibers to centimeter-scale curved and planar surfaces. The
resulting composites have enabled all-optical ultrasound imaging of biological tissues both ex vivo and in vivo, with high spatial resolution and with
clinically relevant contrast. In addition, the first 3D all-optical pulse-echo
ultrasound imaging of ex vivo human tissue, using a PDMS-multiwalled
carbon nanotube composite and a fiber-optic ultrasound receiver, is presented. Gold nanoparticle-PDMS and crystal violet-PDMS composites with
prominent absorption at one wavelength range for pulse-echo ultrasound
imaging and transmission at a second wavelength range for photoacoustic
imaging are also presented. Using these devices, images of diseased human
vascular tissue with both structural and molecular contrast are obtained.
With a broader perspective, literature on recent advances in PDMS microfabrication from different fields is highlighted, and methods for incorporating
them into new generations of optical ultrasound generators are suggested.
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1. Introduction
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is an elastomeric polymer that has found broad applicability in biomedical sciences, including
strain sensing,[1–3] microfluidics,[4,5] energy
harvesting,[6,7] and photomechanical actuators.[8] It can be shaped and patterned
with features ranging from macroscopic
to nanoscopic scales.[9] Additionally, many
techniques have been developed to alter its
optical, thermal, and electrical properties
to make it attractive for a wide range of
applications.[10–14]
PDMS has recently shown great promise
in the development of composite coatings
for optical ultrasound generation.[15–21]
Here, pulsed or modulated excitation light
is absorbed within an engineered material,
which results in transient heating and a
corresponding pressure rise via the photoacoustic effect.[22] The resulting propagating
ultrasound waves can have a high peak-topeak pressure and a large bandwidth (i.e.,
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a wide range of ultrasound frequencies), which lead to large
imaging depths and high spatial resolution, respectively. One
attractive feature of optical ultrasound generation is the potential
to fabricate highly miniaturized fiber-optic components with scalable processes. These components can be integrated into medical
devices such as catheters and needles to provide real-time image
guidance.[23] Fiber-optic ultrasound transmitters have the additional advantages of being immune to electromagnetic interference and are compatible with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Collectively, these properties make optical ultrasound generation
well suited for clinical diagnostic and therapeutic applications,
such as guidance of minimally invasive surgical procedures.
Several material properties of PDMS composites are important for optical ultrasound generation (Table 1). For a given
coating, the generated ultrasound pressure (p) is proportional to the coating’s optical absorption coefficient (μa) and its
Grüneisen parameter (Γ ):[22,24] p ∝ μaΓ. The Grüneisen para
meter can be defined by the coating properties as Γ = β c s2 /CP ,
where β is the volume thermal expansion coefficient, cs is the
speed of sound, and Cp is the specific heat capacity at constant
pressure.[22,24] One of the beneficial properties of PDMS is its
large volume thermal expansion coefficient[25] (β ≈ 300 × 10−6 C  −1),
which leads to a higher value of Γ. However, in its native form,
PDMS has a low optical absorption coefficient in the wavelength
range of 400–1100 nm.[26] To achieve higher values of μa, optical
absorbers can be integrated into PDMS. Several optical absorbers
have been integrated for different applications.[2,4,10–12] However,
this integration process is not always straightforward, as the
hydrophobicity of the precured PDMS limits the type of absorbers
that can be integrated, and it can be challenging to achieve homogeneous composites. Moreover, maintaining small coating thicknesses to reduce acoustic attenuation[27,28] and maintain wide
bandwidths for high-resolution imaging can be difficult. These
difficulties can be particularly acute for coatings deposited on
Table 1. Desired coating properties for optimal optical ultrasound
generation which lead to increased depths and resolution in imaging
applications.
Physical attribute

|

Advantage

Small coating thickness

=

Reduced acoustic attenuation; wide ultrasound
bandwidth[27,28]
(5–100 MHz for imaging)

High thermal expansion
coefficient [β][25]

=

High optical absorption [μa]

=

High pressure

Strong adhesion to glass

=

High damage threshold
for high pressure[16]

Biocompatibility

=

Ease of medical
translation

Refractive index similar to
glass substrates[29,30]

=

High coupling of
excitation light into the
coating

Acoustic impedance similar
to biological tissue[31,32]

=

Efficient coupling of
ultrasound into tissue
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High optical to
ultrasound conversion
efficiency[22] for high
pressure (0.5–5 MPa at
a few MPa)
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highly miniaturized, temperature-sensitive, or nonuniform substrates. Different coating strategies have been used to minimize
coating thicknesses while maintaining high optical absorption.
For efficient ultrasound generation, thermal and stress
confinement conditions must be met,[22,33] which can result
in restrictions on the thickness of the composites. According
to these conditions, the temporal width of the optical excitation pulse, τp, must be shorter than the time periods of both
thermal conduction, τth, and stress propagation, τs, across the
optically absorbing region in the composite.[33] Both conditions
depend on the characteristic length of the absorbing region (Lp),
defined as the penetration depth of incident light, or the
thickness of the absorbing region (whichever is shortest).
The thermal conduction time depends on the geometry of the
structure,[34] but it can be approximated as τ th ~ L2p /4DT , where
DT is the thermal diffusivity of the composite.[33] Similarly,
the stress propagation time can be estimated as τ s ~ Lp /C s .[33]
To maximize thermal conduction and stress propagation times,
the speed of sound and thermal diffusivity can be minimized.
For native PDMS, the thermal diffusivity and speed of sound
are ≈1.1 × 10−7 m2 s−1 and ≈1080 m s−1, respectively,[35,36] but
they can vary with the addition of optical absorbers.[10,27] Alternatively, increasing the characteristic length of the absorbing
region will also increase thermal conduction and stress propagation times. However, a shorter characteristic length of the
absorbing region is required to achieve wider bandwidths.
This can be achieved by reducing the composite thickness or
by increasing the optical absorption coefficient. If the coating
thickness is reduced and the optical absorption coefficient is
unchanged, less light will be absorbed and therefore the generated ultrasound pressure will be reduced. Likewise, if the
optical absorption coefficient is increased but the coating

thickness is unchanged, the light will be absorbed over a
smaller region, and therefore the temperature increase will be
larger. This larger temperature increase can lead to thermal
damage of the coating. In addition, when the characteristic
length of the absorbing region is too short, the thermal confi
nement condition is not met. Thus, in practice, there is often
a trade-off between maximizing ultrasound pressure and
ultrasound bandwidth.
In this article, we review materials for ultrasound generation and highlight the use of PDMS as a host material for
optical absorbers. We examine fabrication processes used to
create PDMS composites with high optical absorption and
discuss their advantages for optical ultrasound generation.
These fabrication processes involve different PDMS deposition techniques such as spin-coating, electrospinning, and
dip-coating, to minimize coating thicknesses and maximize
ultrasound bandwidths. We categorize PDMS composites for
optical ultrasound generation according to their fabrication
method, as follows: (i) “all-in-one” methods, in which the
PDMS and optically absorbing component are mixed prior to
coating the substrate to achieve homogeneous composites;
(ii) “bottom-up” methods, in which the optically absorbing
material is coated on the substrate and subsequently overcoated with optically transparent PDMS to achieve a bilayer
composite; (iii) “top-down” methods, in which optically
transparent PDMS is applied to the substrate and the optical
absorber is subsequently incorporated to achieve a micrometer-scale composite region (Figure 1). In addition to a review
of literature on bottom-up fabrication methods, we present
the first 3D all-optical ultrasound image of ex vivo human
tissue using optical ultrasound transmitters, highlighting the
potential for clinical applications. The use of a top-down

Figure 1. Three coating methods for fabricating PDMS composites for optical ultrasound generation.
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PDMS composite coating method can broaden the capabilities
of these ultrasound transmitters, as we demonstrated with two
novel composites for dual-modality imaging with all-optical
pulse-echo ultrasound and photoacoustic imaging.

2. Coating Strategies for Optical
Ultrasound Generation
The use of PDMS as a host material for the optically absorbing
component has shown great promise for improving properties of materials for optical ultrasound generation compared to
simple metallic films.[37] These absorber–host composites show
increased generated ultrasound pressures and damage thresholds
compared to absorber-only coatings.[16] Several optically absorbing
materials have been considered for integration with PDMS,
which include carbonaceous materials such as carbon black
(CB)[38,39] and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs),[15,16,37]
as well as metallic nanoparticles (NPs)[17,37] (Table 2). The following three sections will discuss how these coatings, comprising
different spatial distributions of optical absorbers, have been fabricated using all-in-one, bottom-up, and top-down methods.

2.1. All-in-One Fabrication
All-in-one fabrication methods, in which a preformed PDMS
composite is deposited onto a desired substrate, can be used to
fabricate both metallic nanoparticle—and carbonaceous—PDMS
composite coatings. One example of a metallic nanoparticle-based
composite has been developed by Zou et al.[17] Here, they synthesized a gold nanoparticle (AuNP) and PDMS composite by mixing
gold salt with the PDMS precursors (Sylgard-184).[17] The AuNPs
(≈20 nm) were formed by the in situ reduction of gold, and the
concentration of AuNPs could be tuned by varying the initial
amount of gold salt added. The AuNP–PDMS composite solution was applied to the distal end of optical fibers with dip coating,
thereby forming a domed coating that was 105 µm at its maximum
thickness. Upon excitation with 532 nm pulsed light, the coated
fibers achieved ultrasound pressures of 0.64 MPa at a distance of
1 mm from the coating surface and were used to acquire a speed
of sound image through a slice of pork tissue.[17] Zou et al. highlighted the difficulty in controlling the coating thickness using this
method.[17] The authors suggested the use of focused ion beam
milling to help achieve fine control of the nanocomposite film
thickness[17] and thereby to increase the ultrasound bandwidth.

Table 2. Ultrasound characteristics of optical ultrasound generators using PDMS composite. AuNP: gold nanoparticles; MWCNT: multiwalled carbon
nanotubes; CSNP: candle soot nanoparticles; CNF: carbon nanofibers; CB: carbon black; Cr: chromium; and Ti: titanium. The tilde symbol “∼”
indicates that values presented here were estimated from a graph in the corresponding publication. The asterisk symbol “*” indicates that there
was insufficient information to calculate the fluence.
Optically absorbing
material

Coated substrate

Measured distance
[mm]

Measured pressure
[MPa]

−6 dB bandwidth
[MHz]

Laser fluence
[mJ cm−2]

Baac et al.[15]

MWCNT

Concave lens

5.5

32

∼20

42.4

Baac et al.[37]

AuNP
MWCNT

Glass slide

–

–

∼80
∼80

3 mW cm−2*

MWCNT

Concave lens

9.2

70

25

9.6

MWCNT

105 µm core optical
fiber

2

0.45

12

41.6

0.9

15

36.3

Author

Lee et al.[40]
[19]

Colchester et al.

200 µm core optical
fiber
Noimark et al.[20]
Chang et al.[39]

MWCNT

200 µm core optical
fiber

3

1.34–4.5

23.15–39.8

16.2–87.9

CSNP

Glass slide

4.2

4.8

∼21

3.57

CNF

2.3

∼10

CB

0.8

∼12

Cr

0.4

∼13

Wu et al.

AuNP

Glass slide

1.8

0.01–0.189

∼4

3.67–13

Zou et al.[17]

AuNP

400 µm core optical
fiber

1

0.64

∼8

8.75

Hou et al.[42]

AuNP

Glass slide

10

0.002

∼65

20.4

CB

Glass slide

10

0.150

–

10.4

MWCNT

200 µm core optical
fiber

1.5

0.2–1.59

29

35

CNF

Glass slide

3.65

12.15

7.63

3.71

1.60

7.84

Planar glass

–

∼0.6–1.82

–

[41]

Buma et al.[38]
Poduval et al.[43]
Hsieh et al.[44]

CB
Lee and Guo[45]

Cr
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2.35

∼0.5–1.0

Ti
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Colchester et al.[19] and Noimark et al.[20] used solution-based
methods for achieving carbonaceous composite films on optical
fibers with micrometer-scale thickness. MWCNTs were functionalized using an oleylamine-functionalized pyrene ligand to
facilitate their dissolution in solvents compatible with PDMS
such as xylene or toluene.[19] This MWCNT formulation was
directly mixed with medical grade PDMS to reduce its viscosity.
The MWCNT–PDMS composite solution was applied onto
optical fibers by dip-coating methods, which resulted in domed
coatings that were less than 20 µm at their thickest point.[19]
The MWCNT–PDMS optical ultrasound transmitters fabricated by Colchester et al. achieved peak ultrasound pressures
of 0.89 MPa at a distance of 2 mm from the coating surface,
with a corresponding bandwidth of 15 MHz. Through optimization of the MWCNT formulation and fabrication steps,
Noimark et al. created thinner coatings, which lead to peakto-peak ultrasound pressures in excess of 3 MPa at 3 mm
and corresponding bandwidths of 30 MHz.[20] Optical ultrasound transmitters fabricated using these types of coatings
were used for pulse-echo ultrasound imaging of ex vivo swine
aorta and carotid artery samples, and achieved an axial resolution superior to 60 µm[46] (Figure 2). In addition, Alles et al.
demonstrated that with the use of an adaptive light modulation technique, imaging could be achieved with these types of
probes using a compact diode laser.[47]
The all-in-one fabrication method can be used to coat both
miniature optical fiber targets and large planar surfaces. Using
spin-coating methods, Buma et al. created CB–PDMS composite coatings on a glass substrate for optical ultrasound
transmission.[48] They compared the performance of the CB–
PDMS composites to thin chromium film optical ultrasound
transmitters, which are commonly used as a reference for
the optical ultrasound generation performance of new materials.[37,39,48] The use of toluene in the CB–PDMS polymer solution may have contributed to the small coating thicknesses that
were achieved (≈25 µm). These CB–PDMS composite coatings
on glass substrates were 16 times more efficient at optical

ultrasound generation than a 0.15 µm thick chromium film
without PDMS.[48] However, they exhibited very high increases in
acoustic attenuation with ultrasound frequency (nearly 1 dB µm−1
at 100 MHz).[28] To further minimize coating thickness, the
viscosity of the composite solution was decreased further by
improving the CB dispersion. This improvement was achieved
by the use of larger CB particle sizes, and by removing the solvent component from the composite solution as it was found
to inhibit CB dispersion.[49] The resulting spin-coated films
had a thickness of 11 µm and a light-to-ultrasound conversion efficiency 3.5 times higher than that of previous thicker
CB–PDMS composite coatings.[49] These results highlight the
importance of minimizing film thicknesses to maximize ultrasound generation efficiency.
Fabrication of ultrasound transmitter materials using all-inone methods presents several advantages. For instance, the prepared formulation comprising PDMS and integrated optical
absorbers can be applied onto substrates of varying sizes and
morphologies. One limitation that may arise with all-in-one
methods is the challenge presented by optimization of the composite and its deposition for ultrasound generation. Additionally, this method can lead to the inefficient use of expensive
nanomaterials that are incorporated into polymers with short
working times.

2.2. Bottom-Up Fabrication
Bottom-up fabrication methods can exploit many coating–
deposition techniques that have been developed to deposit thin
absorbing coatings directly onto glass substrates, prior to overcoating with PDMS. By minimizing the thickness of the ultrasound-generating coating, the resulting ultrasound bandwidth
and pressure can be improved (Table 1). Such coatings can comprise carbonaceous optical absorbers[15,16,37,39,44] and metallic
nanoparticles.[37,42] A PDMS overcoat can be applied to these thin
absorbing coatings using spin-coating or dip-coating techniques.

Figure 2. a,b) All-optical ultrasound images of swine aorta with tunica media (T), cross-talk (X), the base of the tissue mount (B), a side branch (SB),
a lymph node (LN), and a vessel (V), labeled. Arrows indicate two reflective layers which may correspond to the intima boundaries. c,d) Histology of
aorta sections corresponding to images in panels (a) and (b), respectively. Scale bar: 2 mm. Adapted with permission.[46] Copyright 2015, The Optical
Society.
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Figure 3. SEM images of a) electrospun carbon nanofiber film. Adapted with permission.[44] Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing. b) electrospun PVA–
MWCNT nanofiber coating on an optical fiber tip. c) High-magnification image of PVA–MWCNT mesh. d) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
image of MWCNTs encapsulated in a PVA nanofiber. (b)–(d) Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY-4 license.[43] Copyright 2017, AIP Publishing.

Thin absorbing films using metallic nanoparticles can be
formed on glass substrates using focused ion beam or litho
graphy methods.[42,50–52] One example is the optical ultrasound
transmitter by Hou et al., which was fabricated using nanoimprint lithography and spin-coating to create an AuNP array and
a PDMS overcoat, respectively.[42] The transmitted ultrasound
pressures were estimated as 1.5 MPa at the coating surface,
with corresponding broad bandwidths (≈65 MHz). Exploiting
the wavelength-selective nature of the AuNP array, this research
was subsequently extended to devices that could be used as
both ultrasound receivers and ultrasound transmitters. These
devices were fabricated using the AuNP array and a gold mirror
deposited on top of the PDMS layer to form an optical cavity.[51]
Imaging of a metal wire phantom demonstrated high axial and
lateral resolutions of 19 and 38 µm, respectively.[51] The authors
proposed, as extensions of their research, translation of this
coating technology onto optical fiber bundles as a step toward
real-time imaging, and optimization of the nanostructures to
maximize optical absorption.[51]
Metallic films can be inefficient optical ultrasound generators due to two limitations: their low thermal expansion coefficients and their high optical reflectivities. To overcome the
first limitation, Lee and Guo fabricated optical ultrasound
transmission structures comprising a metallic film sandwiched
between two thermally expansive polymer layers.[45] Ultrathin
metallic films (chromium and titanium) were deposited using
sputtering techniques, and the polymer coatings were applied
using spin-coating (PDMS) or physical vapor deposition
(Parylene). Polymer/metal/polymer sandwich structures deposited on glass substrates outperformed coatings comprising
metallic films overcoated with a polymer. In all cases, structures
using PDMS polymer layers outperformed those comprising
Parylene. The improved ultrasound performance of the PDMS
sandwich structures, as compared to those with Parylene, was
attributed to the high thermal expansion coefficient of PDMS.
To address the second limitation, an aluminum film overcoat
was applied to create a resonant optical cavity to increase the
optical absorption of the structure. Using a system comprising
a PDMS/chromium/PDMS/aluminum layered structure, transmitted ultrasound pressures of up to 1.82 MPa were achieved.
Bottom-up fabrication methods have also been used to create
carbonaceous PDMS composites on glass substrates for broadband optical absorption. These carbonaceous materials include
MWCNTs,[15,16,20,37] candle soot nanoparticles (CSNPs),[39]
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and carbon nanofibers (CNFs)[44] deposited using methods as
diverse as electrospinning, dip-coating, and chemical vapor
deposition (CVD). Electrospinning methods have been used to
create two different PDMS composites for optical ultrasound
generation. First, Hsieh et al. used electrospinning to deposit
a polyacrylonitrile mesh onto a glass slide and subsequently
carbonized it at 900 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere, to create
an absorbing CNF film (Figure 3a).[44] A PDMS overcoat was
applied using spin-coating, which resulted in a CNF–PDMS
composite coating on a planar glass substrate for optical ultrasound generation.[44] The ultrasound transmitter generated an
ultrasound pressure of 12.15 MPa at a distance of 3.65 mm
from the coating. This is more than sufficient for ultrasound
imaging applications where highly miniaturizing the lateral
dimensions of the transmitter is not critical. Poduval et al. used
electrospinning methods to create MWCNT–PDMS composite
coatings for optical ultrasound generation.[43] In this study,
the coatings were formed directly onto optical fibers, which
resulted in highly miniaturized ultrasound transmitters that are
potentially well suited for minimally invasive surgical applications.[43] To create these coatings, the MWCNTs were functionalized using cetyl trimethylammonium bromide for dispersion
in water and then mixed with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) to form
an MWCNT–PVA electrospinning solution. Electrospinning
methods resulted in a mesh-like coating of PVA fibers with
incorporated MWCNTs, which was directly formed onto the
optical fiber tip and subsequently overcoated with PDMS by dip
coating (Figure 3b–d).[43] Directly electrospinning the MWCNTs
onto the optical fiber presented several advantages such as
MWCNT alignment within the PVA fibers for enhanced optical
absorption, and precise control over the coating thicknesses.
The resulting optical ultrasound transmitters generated ultrasound pressures of up to 1.59 MPa, as measured at 1.5 mm
from the coatings. While the ultrasound pressures are lower
than those generated by the planar CNF–PDMS ultrasound
transmitters fabricated by Hsieh et al., the significantly smaller
source diameters of the optical fiber-based transmitters will
lead to greater ultrasound divergence, which could potentially
increase the lateral image resolution.
Chang et al. developed a novel method of fabricating highly
absorbing carbon–PDMS composites using CSNPs.[39] These
were deposited on a glass microscope slide by positioning it
above a candle flame, and a PDMS overcoat was subsequently
applied using spin coating.[39] The ultrasound performance of
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the CSNP–PDMS coatings was compared to a series of PDMS
composites including a CB–PDMS composite (all-in-one
fabrication), a CNF–PDMS composite (as prepared by Hsieh
et al.[44]), and a chromium–PDMS composite (bottom-up
fabrication). The CSNP–PDMS composite outperformed the other
composites in terms of generated ultrasound pressure: ≈2 times
greater than CNF–PDMS, 6 times greater than CB–PDMS,
and 16 times greater than chromium–PDMS. Moreover, the
ultrasound bandwidth of the CSNP–PDMS composite was
broader (cf. Table 2). In this study, the superior performance
of the CSNP–PDMS composite compared to other tested
carbonaceous–PDMS composites may have been due to the
large surface-to-volume ratio, which provided more rapid heat
dissipation to the surrounding PDMS.[39]
Bottom-up fabrication methods can be used to create PDMS
composites using exotic nanomaterials such as MWCNTs.
Unlike all-in-one fabrication methods, these expensive nanomaterials are not directly incorporated into quick cure polymers, thereby minimizing wastage. Here, MWCNTs can be
coated onto surfaces using techniques such as CVD or dipcoating methods, with PDMS applied as an overcoat by spincoating or dip-coating. Using a bottom-up-fabrication method,
Baac et al. coated glass substrates such as planar fused silica[37]
and concave lens[15] surfaces with MWCNTs by CVD. MWCNT
coating thicknesses on the fused silica surfaces were optimized
for ultrasound generation and high-frequency performance at
2.6 µm (≈80% optical absorption).[37] PDMS was applied using
spin-coating and was found to increase the damage threshold
of the ultrasound transmitters.[16] The performance of the
MWCNT–PDMS composite (Figure 4a,b) was compared with
an AuNP–PDMS composite that was fabricated using a metal
transfer method (Figure 4c),[52] and it was found that the former
outperformed the AuNP composite in both ultrasound generation efficiency and bandwidth.[37]
A focused ultrasound source was fabricated by creating
MWCNT–PDMS composite coatings on a concave lens surface
using CVD methods for MWCNT deposition and spin-coating
for PDMS. The MWCNTs demonstrated an optical absorption between 60% and 70% and this was increased to greater
than 85% by overcoating with a thin gold layer.[15] The coated
lenses had low f-numbers (0.92, 0.96) and focal gains of 54
and 100 at an ultrasound frequency of 15 MHz. At the focal
point, these coated lenses generated a maximum measured
negative ultrasound pressure of ≈13.3 MPa.[15] High negative
pressures are crucial for achieving cavitation and in this study,

the negative pressures achieved were sufficient to cause microfragmentation by cavitation.[15] More recently, the same group
used a lower f-number MWCNT–PDMS-coated lens (0.61) to
achieve a higher focal gain of 220 at an ultrasound frequency
of 15 MHz.[40] This device had a tight focus (90 µm × 200 µm
at 9.2 mm) which enabled the first demonstration of free field
cavitation. Using this lens as a sonic scalpel, Lee et al. achieved
a negative pressure greater than 30 MPa. This was sufficient
to demonstrate cavitation cutting of tissue-mimicking phantoms and a swine eyeball[53] with a resolution of 50 µm. These
types of devices enable therapeutic applications such as tissue
ablations (tumors) or breaking up small blood clots through
ultrasonic thrombolysis.
With bottom-up methods it can be important to integrate the polymer and the absorbing layer. Baac et al. investigated the integration of PDMS into an underlying MWCNT
layer.[16] It was found that dense MWCNT networks resulted in
poor PDMS infiltration through the MWCNT layer. This was
thought to reduce the composite’s adhesion to the substrate,
as well as the thermal transmission from the MWCNTs to the
PDMS host.[16] With lower-density MWCNT films, better infiltration of PDMS through the MWCNTs enabled greater contact
between the PDMS and the substrate, which increased the laser
damage threshold and thus the maximum attainable ultrasound pressures.[16]
To create fiber-optic ultrasound transmitters for miniature
imaging probes, methods for efficiently coating small, temperature-sensitive surfaces with MWCNT films have been developed. Although CVD is an efficient method to coat large planar
surfaces with MWCNT films, it requires high temperatures
unsuited to optical fibers which typically comprise temperaturesensitive polymer coatings. Noimark et al. developed a solution-based bottom-up fabrication method to coat optical fibers
using three types of MWCNT–PDMS coatings.[20] MWCNTs
were functionalized using an oleylamine-functionalized pyrene
ligand, and this xylene-based MWCNT formulation was used
to prepare an MWCNT gel formulation.[20] These formulations can be deposited onto a range of substrates by dip-coating
or spin-coating to form optically absorbing coatings with
small thicknesses. Using these two MWCNT formulations,
dip-coating methods were used to deposit the MWCNT coatings onto optical fibers, after which they were dip-coated with
PDMS to form two distinct MWCNT–PDMS composite coatings (Figure 5).[20] Notably, the coating created with the xylenebased MWCNT formulation showed a coffee-ring drying effect

Figure 4. SEM images of MWCNT films prepared using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) with a PDMS overcoat using the following CVD growth
times: a) 1 min growth time and (b) 3 min growth time. c) SEM image of an AuNP array prior to PDMS coating. Adapted with permission.[37] Copyright
2010, AIP Publishing.
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Figure 5. SEM images of MWCNT and MWCNT–PDMS-coated optical fibers prepared using a bottom-up fabrication method (scale bar: 100 µm).
a,b) Fibers coated using an MWCNT–xylene solution that has a coffee-ring-coating morphology (inset scale bar: 1 µm). c) Fiber coated with an MWCNT
gel. d) Fiber coated with MWCNT gel–PDMS composite (inset scale bar: 50 µm). Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY-4 license.[20] Copyright 2016,
Noimark et al.

with a maximum coating thickness of less than 1 µm, whereas
the use of the MWCNT gel resulted in more uniform coatings
across the fiber tip. The MWCNT–PDMS-coated optical fibers
formed highly miniaturized ultrasound transmitters and generated pressures of up to 4.5 MPa at a distance of 3 mm from the
coating, with corresponding bandwidths of around 30 MHz.[20]
Using the MWCNT gel–PDMS composite, an all-optical ultrasound imaging probe was fabricated to image swine tissue.[20]
The probe comprised the composite-coated fiber for ultrasound
transmission and a Fabry–Pérot fiber-optic sensor for ultrasound reception.[54] Fabry–Pérot sensors are widely used for alloptical ultrasound imaging due to their high sensitivity (noise
equivalent pressure < 200 Pa) and diminutive acoustic element
size (tens of micrometers).[46,51,55–57] The probe was mounted
on a motorized two-axis translation stage to scan three spatially distinct lines to construct cross-sectional images through
a swine aorta. Imaging depths exceeded the tissue thickness;
the broad bandwidths resulted in high-resolution images that
showed clinically relevant detail such as a side branch and
distinct tissue layers.[20]
3D ultrasound imaging can be performed by scanning
an imaging probe across a 2D grid. Here, for the first time, an
ex vivo normal term human placenta tissue was imaged in 3D
using all-optical ultrasound (experimental details are in
Section S3 in the Supporting Information). In the imaging
probe, an MWCNT gel–PDMS coating on an optical fiber
served as the ultrasound transmitter. Mechanical raster
scanning of the imaging probe was time consuming (>4 h).
Human placental tissue was chosen as an imaging target due
to its feature-rich vascular surface and potential applications
in fetal surgery. The resulting reconstructed 3D image showed
surface and subsurface vasculature (Figure 6), which are tissue
structures of interest in photocoagulation for treatment of
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twin-to-twin-transfusion syndrome. While these high acquisition times are incompatible with surgical imaging, there
is strong potential to achieve a real-time imaging device,
for instance, by applying coatings to optical fiber bundles for
ultrasound sources that can be rapidly translated without the
need for mechanical motion.[56]
Recently, all-optical ultrasound imaging has been used
for real-time image guidance of a minimally invasive surgical procedure in vivo. In particular, a sensing device was
fabricated for use in trans-septal puncture, a commonly performed medical procedure, to gain access to the left side of
the heart.[23] The ultrasound probe comprised an MWCNT
gel–PDMS-coated transmitter and a Fabry–Pérot fiberoptic receiver that was built into a section of metal tubing
to fit inside a commercial transseptal puncture needle
(Figure 7a). Real-time high-resolution M-mode ultrasound
images of the heart anatomy, including atrial walls, aortic
valves, and septum, were acquired (Figure 7b,c). Imaging at
depths of up to 2.5 cm was achieved. This imaging paradigm
shows promise for guiding intracardiac procedures. This
demonstration of all-optical ultrasound in a challenging in
vivo environment demonstrates the ability of the modality
for use as a crucial guidance modality in minimally invasive
interventions.
Using bottom-up fabrication, a broad range of surfaces
have been coated for optical ultrasound generation including
concave lenses,[15] planar glass surfaces,[37,39,42,44] and optical
fibers.[17,19,20] Precise, micrometer-level control over the
thickness of the optical absorbing layer can be achieved,
leading to enhancements in the generated ultrasound bandwidth and corresponding spatial resolution. However, limitations of some bottom-up fabrication approaches include
the scalability of some of the absorber deposition methods
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Figure 6. 3D all-optical ultrasound image of a section of normal term human placenta ex vivo. Ultrasound transmission was performed with an
MWCNT gel/PDMS coating; reception, with a Fabry–Pérot fiber-optic sensor. a) Cross sections through human placenta (x, y: lateral distances; z: depth).
b) 3D rendering of the reconstructed all-optical ultrasound. Surface blood vessels are outlined with dashed lines and labeled V1, V2, and V3.

Figure 7. a) Schematic of a needle with integrated optical ultrasound transmitter (Tx optical fiber) and optical ultrasound receiver (Rx optical
fiber) used for real-time imaging in vivo. Scale bar: 500 µm. b) Real-time M-mode all-optical ultrasound image acquired in the right atrium
(RA) of a swine with needle pointed anteriorly. The needle was initially held against the RA wall (vertical bars). Diagonal bars indicate movement caused by mechanical ventilation. Right atrial appendage (RAA) infolding and motion was visible beyond the RA wall. c) Medical X-ray
fluoroscopy imaging showing needle location while imaging was performed. Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY-4 license.[23] Copyright 2017,
Finlay et al.

for high-throughput manufacturing, as well as the range of
substrates that can be coated. For example, CVD is an efficient method for coating planar surfaces but lacks versatility
for coating temperature-sensitive miniature targets such as
optical fibers. MWCNT–PDMS composites created using
bottom-up fabrication highlight potential for use in biomedical ultrasound imaging; preclinical ex vivo and in vivo
studies demonstrate that such all-optical imaging systems
can achieve high-resolution imaging showing clinical relevant features.
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2.3. Top-Down Fabrication
Here, we present novel top-down fabrication methods in which
optical absorbers are incorporated into “predeposited” PDMS
films on optical fibers. Incorporation of the optical absorbers
can be achieved by several techniques including the diffusion
of nanomaterials from solution into the predeposited PDMS
coating[58,59] or by ion implantation.[60] The use of top-down
methods allows for optimization of the PDMS coating prior to
inclusion of the absorber and recycling of absorber solutions
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Figure 8. Schematic of a top-down PDMS composite coating for combined optical ultrasound generation and multimodality devices, as well as
examples of clinical applications. The wavelength-selective optical absorption of the composite allows for the functionality to vary with the light wavelength. At one wavelength (λ1), light is substantially absorbed, which results in ultrasound transmission into tissue. At a second wavelength (λ2),
light is substantially transmitted into tissue. The broad classifications for the clinical use of transmitted light (λ2) were obtained from Yun et al.[74]
Photoacoustics was listed separately for “optical diagnosis” due to its prominent role in this article.

which minimizes wastage of expensive nanomaterials. Two
PDMS composite optical ultrasound generators were fabricated:
an AuNP–PDMS composite and a crystal violet (CV)–PDMS
composite. These absorbers were chosen since they selectively
absorb within a specific wavelength region and allow for the
transmission of light at other wavelengths. Notably, wavelengthselective coatings can also be fabricated using all-in-one and
bottom-up methods. These wavelength-selective coatings will
enable multimodality devices for image-guided therapies and
interventions (Figure 8). Here, we use the term “multimodality”
in a broad sense to encompass multiple complementary functionalities, for example two imaging modalities that provide coregistered information about tissue, or concurrent imaging and
energy delivery for therapy.
The top-down fabrication methods presented here were motivated by clinical interest in the development of miniature photoacoustic probes to guide minimally invasive procedures.[61–65]
Photoacoustics provides information that is distinct from pulseecho ultrasound imaging. With the latter, ultrasound is directly
delivered to the tissue, resulting in contrast derived from spatial
variations of acoustic impedance.[66] In photoacoustic imaging,
it is excitation light that is delivered to the tissue, where it generates ultrasound. Therefore, contrast is provided by the spatial variation in optical absorption and thus gives information
on chromophore concentrations.[24] A key chromophore target
for photoacoustic imaging is lipid, which has an optical absorption peak at 1210 nm. Lipid identification has important clinical
implications as it can potentially be used to diagnose cardiovascular disease, which is typically caused by the build-up of fatty
deposits in arteries. It is noteworthy that several studies have
highlighted the value of pulse-echo ultrasound for the interpretation of photoacoustic signals. The former imaging modality
can provide complementary microstructural information with
which to interpret molecular information from the latter. Interventional imaging probes that combine these two modalities
have been realized with electronic ultrasound transducers;[67–73]
however, this approach can be challenging as it involves adding
an optical pathway to existing piezoelectric probes, and the
resulting devices can be bulky. An elegant solution is the integration of this technology into an all-optical ultrasound system,
since the light delivery system for the photoacoustic imaging is
already in place. Moreover, by engineering coatings for optical
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ultrasound generation that allow for the transmission of a
secondary wavelength, this technology can be extended to
multimodality imaging, sensing, and therapeutic applications (Figure 8).
Organic photosensitizer dyes are potentially well suited to
the development of coatings for multimodality imaging due
to their characteristic selective optical absorption. They are typically inexpensive and commercially available, and have been
used for diverse applications including laser gain media,[75,76]
photodynamic therapy,[77,78] and sensing.[79] For example, dye–
PDMS composites have been fabricated by directly incorporating Sudan II or Nile Red into silicone rubber by mechanical
mixing methods to fabricate waveguides for fluorescence detection and chemical sensing.[79] More recently, phenothiazine
and triarylmethane photosensitizer dye–silicone composites
have been created for the development of light-activated antimicrobial materials,[58,80,81] and these composites are attractive candidates for optical ultrasound transmitters due to their
high optical absorption within a narrow wavelength range.
PDMS–dye incorporation methods include a “swell–encapsulation–shrink” strategy which results in the uniform encapsulation of dye molecules within medical grade materials including
silicone rubber and polyurethane,[77,80,82] and a simple dipping
method.[58,78,80,83] The latter is of particular interest as it achieves
highly localized surface concentrations of the dye CV, with limited
dye diffusion through the polymer bulk.
AuNPs are also of significant interest for the development of
coatings for combined ultrasound and photoacoustic imaging, as
they exhibit wavelength-dependent optical absorption. The distinct
optical absorption bands arise from localized surface plasmon
resonance[84] and the spectral location of these bands is dependent
on the nanoparticle size and morphology.[84–86] AuNPs have been
used as photoacoustic imaging contrast agents[87–89] and have
existing applications in the development of coatings for optical
ultrasound generation;[17,41,51] their wavelength-selective nature
has been previously exploited to fabricate an integrated ultrasound
transmitter–receiver.[51] Methods that have been used to develop
AuNP–PDMS composites include direct mechanical mixing of
PDMS with AuNPs (which were functionalized for improved dispersion),[90,91] and the in situ formation of AuNPs within PDMS by
mixing the gold salt with the PDMS precursor[17,41] or submerging
cured PDMS in a gold salt solution.[59,92] The in situ reduction
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Figure 9. Stereomicroscope and SEM images of a,b,e,f ) a CV–PDMS composite coating (left side) and c,d,g,h) an AuNP–PDMS composite
(right side).

method is a promising top-down approach for the development
of PDMS composites for multimodality imaging, as it enables
high optical extinction between 530 and 550 nm;[59,92] the
low optical absorption of these composites at near-infrared wavelengths enables the transmission of excitation light for photoacoustic imaging.
Using top-down fabrication methods, both CV–PDMS composite coatings and AuNP–PDMS composite coatings were
formed on the distal ends of optical fibers (Sections S1.1 and
S1.2, Supporting Information). The CV–PDMS coatings were
created by immersing a PDMS-coated optical fiber in a heated
CV solution for extended periods of time, thereby allowing the
dye to diffuse into the PDMS to achieve a large uptake of the
dye. AuNP–PDMS composites were created on PDMS-coated
optical fibers via in situ reduction of gold salt in a cured PDMS
host.[59,92,93] Examination of both the AuNP–PDMS and CV–
PDMS composite coatings using stereomicroscopy throughfiber illumination (white light) showed that the coatings had a
purple coloration, which can be attributed to the wavelengthspecific absorption (Figure 9b,d). Analysis of the coatings using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) indicated that the AuNP–
PDMS composites had smooth dome-like coatings covering
the optical fiber end face, with a thickness up to 100 µm
(Figure 9e–h). The SEM images of the CV–PDMS composites
revealed much thinner coatings of 20 µm thickness, which can be
attributed to the dilution of the PDMS dipping solution resulting
in lower viscosity. The SEM also indicated the presence of debris
on the CV–PDMS surface, which may have been caused by CV
agglomeration on the PDMS.
The optical properties of the AuNP–PDMS and the CV–
PDMS composites were characterized to assess their suitability for multimodality imaging. Their optical absorption
spectra were measured using an integrating sphere
(Section S2.1, Supporting Information). The CV–PDMS coating
had high optical absorption within the region 500–620 nm,
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absorbing greater than 75% of the incident light (Figure 10a),
whereas the AuNP composites showed a narrower absorption
range with absorption of 91% of the incident light at 540 nm
and 89% at 532 nm (Figure 10a). For both composites, less
than 10% of incident light was absorbed at longer wavelengths
(>850 nm). The small optical absorption peak at 1185 nm originates from the PDMS.[26] These spectral features highlight the
potential of these composites for multimodality imaging and
therapeutic applications (Figure 8).
For diagnostic ultrasound imaging, it is beneficial to have high
ultrasound pressures and wide bandwidths for good tissue penetration and high-resolution imaging. The ultrasound generation
of the two composites was characterized in terms of their peak-topeak pressures, measured at a distance of 1.5 mm from the coating
surface (Figure 10b; Section S2.2, Supporting Information). For an
incident optical fluence of 86.3 mJ cm−2, the CV–PDMS composites achieved peak-to-peak pressures up to 0.90 MPa. By comparison, the AuNP–PDMS composite was 29% less efficient (peak-topeak pressure: 0.41 MPa; incident optical fluence of 55.3 mJ cm−2).
The AuNP–PDMS composites were found to be photostable (Section S2.3, Supporting Information). Conversely, the CV–PDMS
composites displayed poor photostability which resulted in an 80%
reduction in the generated ultrasound pressures within 15 min
of constant exposure at 100 Hz. The photobleaching of the CV–
PDMS coatings poses concerns over the viability of these composites for clinical ultrasound imaging, which may require up to
several hours of device usage in complicated surgical procedures.
Future research will include the creation of composites comprised
of PDMS and absorbers such as quantum dots that are less prone
to photobleaching than organic dyes.[94]
The achievable resolution for imaging applications is related
to the generated ultrasound frequency bandwidth; the wider
the bandwidth, the higher the image resolution. The −6 dB
ultrasound bandwidths for the CV–PDMS and AuNP–PDMS
composites were measured as 15.1 and 4.5 MHz, respectively
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Figure 10. a) Optical absorption spectrum of the crystal violet (dashed
purple line) and AuNP (solid gold line) composite coatings. Black lines
indicate laser excitation wavelengths for ultrasound (532 nm) and
photoacoustic imaging (1210 nm). b) Ultrasound time series generated
by crystal violet and AuNP composite coatings, measured at a distance
of 1.5 mm from the coating. c) Ultrasound power spectra generated by
crystal violet and AuNP composite coatings.

(Figure 10c). These values are comparable to conventional ultrasound imaging systems, and to those of the MWCNT–PDMS
coating prepared using an all-in-one method that was used for
swine vascular tissue imaging.[46] The reduced bandwidth of
the ultrasound generated by the AuNP–PDMS coating may be
due to its greater coating thickness, or due to ultrasound reflections within the coating. The latter effect is a consequence of
the top-down fabrication process and is caused by the confinement of the AuNPs within a thin region at the PDMS surface.[92] Here, the ultrasound waves generated within the optically absorbing region propagate both forward (toward a target)
and backward (toward the glass optical fiber surface). The ultrasound waves propagating backward through the composite are
reflected at the optical fiber end face and interfere with the forward propagating waves, which contributes to nonuniformity
of the frequency spectrum. Nevertheless, the overall shapes of
the frequency spectra for the CV–PDMS and AuNP–PDMS
composites are similar in form, and their −20 dB bandwidths
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are comparable (30.9 and 27.4 MHz, respectively). These bandwidths can be increased further (for higher imaging resolution)
by reducing the thickness of the optically absorbing composite
region.[27,28] Strategies to achieve thinner coatings include the
use of organic solvents such as toluene and xylene to reduce the
PDMS thickness. For the AuNP–PDMS composite, this would be
doubly advantageous since thinning the PDMS layer sufficiently
would decrease the distance between the AuNP region and the
underlying glass fiber, thereby pushing reflection interference
features in the power spectrum to higher frequencies. However, it is noteworthy that the ultrasound pressures and bandwidths generated by these selectively absorbing coatings compare
favorably to the literature (Table 2), including those fabricated by
Colchester et al. that achieved pulse-echo images of ex vivo swine
tissue with clinically relevant detail.[46]
The optical and ultrasound properties of both top-down fabricated composites are well suited for combined all-optical ultrasound and photoacoustic imaging. These ultrasound transmitters
were integrated into an ultrasound/photoacoustic imaging probe
in apposition with a Fabry–Pérot fiber-based ultrasound receiver,[95]
similar to that previously described for all-optical ultrasound
imaging[46] (Section S3, Supporting Information). Ultrasound generation was achieved using a 532 nm excitation source, and a 1210
nm laser was used for photoacoustic imaging. This wavelength
was chosen as it coincides with a peak in the lipid absorption spectrum.[24] To validate this technology for applications in combined
ultrasound and photoacoustic imaging, two samples were imaged:
(i) a slice of ex vivo swine abdominal tissue and (ii) a section of
ex vivo diseased human aorta, with ultrasound and photoacoustic
images acquired along the same plane (Figure 11a,b). The swine
abdominal tissue was selected as it has large fatty regions, which
are useful targets to determine the efficacy of the probes for photo
acoustic imaging of lipid (Figure S4g, Supporting Information).
Both probes achieved high-resolution ultrasound imaging and
revealed clinically relevant information. Interestingly, the ultrasound signal from the fatty regions showed up as brighter than
the surrounding tissue. The ultrasound image of the ex vivo swine
abdominal tissue that was acquired using the CV–PDMS transmitter showed a reduction in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) across
the image width that was consistent with the observation that the
composite had poor photostability (Figure S1, Supporting Information); reduced ultrasound pressures with irradiation time were
apparent. However, for the ex vivo diseased human aorta sample
imaged using the CV–PDMS transmitter, the signal was sufficient
for imaging the entire section, despite a reduction in SNR across
the image width. Conversely, the probe comprised of an AuNP–
PDMS composite transmitter showed consistent signal strength
across both images (Figure 11b), which derived from the photo
stability of this coating and underlined its suitability for ultrasound imaging applications in minimally invasive procedures.
Photoacoustic imaging demonstrated the efficacy of the
AuNP–PDMS and the CV–PDMS composites for achieving
clinically relevant molecular information. Imaging of the swine
abdominal tissue showed the first two fatty regions, with good
registration between the fatty regions observed in the photo
acoustic signals and the photograph of the tissue (Figure 4,
Supporting Information). However, the performance of the two
probes differed. While photoacoustic imaging using the CV–
PDMS integrated probe clearly showed both fatty regions, the
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Figure 11. a–d) All-optical ultrasound and photoacoustic images acquired using a CV–PDMS composite transmitter (left side) and an AuNP–PDMS
composite transmitter (right side). Photoacoustic signals were overlaid in color onto the grayscale ultrasound images. a,b) Ex vivo swine abdominal
tissue, in which fatty regions (black bars) were interspersed with muscle. c,d) Ex vivo diseased human aorta tissue (HA), which was positioned on a
cork ring (CR) and a metal base (MB) during imaging. e) Histological cross section (hematoxylin and eosin stain) of the imaged human aorta tissue.
In the magnified region (dashed green box), lipid pools (L; arrow) were apparent in the intima above the tunica media (T) and adventitia (A). The spatial
locations of these lipid pools corresponded well to the locations of the photoacoustic signals (c,d; dashed green boxes).

photoacoustic image of the second fatty region was barely visible in the case of the AuNP–PDMS integrated probe. This may
have been due to the larger fiber core diameter of the AuNP–
PDMS transmitter, which resulted in a reduced optical fluence
for generating the photoacoustic signal, and thus a decrease in
signal intensity. The reduced fluence is not a limitation of the
AuNP–PDMS composite, but rather, the fiber core diameter
chosen for the probe. The third lipid-rich region was not
visible in the photoacoustic image obtained using either probe;
the weaker signal was likely a consequence of the increased
distance between the sample and the probe.
The two combined ultrasound/photoacoustic imaging probes
were subsequently used to image an excised vessel section of
diseased human aorta, harvested from a patient with cardiovascular disease. Both ultrasound and photoacoustic images were
acquired along the same plane, and the resulting images from
both probes showed clinically relevant ultrasound and photoacoustic detail. Despite the differences in the ultrasound properties (pressure and bandwidth) of the two coatings, the acquired
ultrasound images were comparable. For both composites, the
full thickness of the aorta sample was resolved with ultrasound
imaging, as was the cork ring, the vessel was mounted on (the
leftmost side of ultrasound images). In addition, the metal base
plate was visualized at a total imaging depth of at least 15 mm.
As seen in the images acquired of the abdominal swine tissue,
a bright region in the ultrasound image was observed and identified as plaque using photographs (Figure S5g, Supporting
Information) and histology (Figure 11e). Moreover, the photoacoustic signal generated originated from a lipid-rich region in
the plaque, which corresponded to an area of brightness in the
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ultrasound image, and the presence of fat at this location was
confirmed with photographs (Figure S5g, Supporting Information) and histology (Figure 11e). To the authors’ knowledge,
these are the first all-optical pulse-echo ultrasound and photoacoustic images of a human vessel, and they highlight the potential of this multimodality imaging platform for diagnostic clinical applications.
Top-down fabrication is well suited to the development of
novel materials for optical ultrasound generation. In this work,
top-down fabrication of wavelength-selective materials for multimodality ultrasound and photoacoustic imaging was demonstrated. The fabricated composites were utilized for the first demonstration of all-optical ultrasound and photoacoustic imaging
of human tissue using a multimodality fiber-optic probe. This
technology also sets the stage for combined diagnostic and therapeutic applications (Figure 8); laser light transmitted through the
coating and delivered to the tissue could be used for ultrasoundguided ablation. Alternatively, using multiple transmitted wavelengths, spectroscopy can be done to identify tissue types and
return functional information such as tissue oxygenation.[24]

3. Future Directions
This article discusses three distinct fabrication methods for the
development of highly optically absorbing PDMS composites
and their applications in optical ultrasound generation. This field
has benefitted greatly from the wealth of research undertaken
on the development of PDMS composites in other fields. For
instance, plasma bonding techniques used in microfluidics[96]
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may be useful to improve adhesion between glass substrates
and PDMS composites used in optical ultrasound generation. A more comprehensive understanding of the thermal
coupling between the absorbers and the PDMS hosts, and its
effect on the generated ultrasound, may lead to coatings with
increased ultrasound efficiencies and wider bandwidths. Other
coating properties such the specific heat capacity and the
speed of sound could also be optimized for optical ultrasound
generation.
PDMS can be manipulated to form micrometer- or submicrometer-scale features with techniques such as laser direct
writing[97] and UV lithography,[98] or with spin coating over
templates.[99,100] Microstructured PDMS composites can also
be prepared by nanoskiving.[101,102] The resulting 2D and 3D
structured PDMS coatings have a wide range of potential applications in optical ultrasound generation; sub-micrometer structuring may enable accurate shaping of the acoustic field, and
subwavelength feature sizes may help achieve the fabrication
of acoustic metasurfaces,[103] paving the way to a broad range
of new optical ultrasound devices. On a larger scale, PDMS can
be 3D-printed to form a range of structures,[104] and to generate
custom sound fields similar to those demonstrated by Brown
et al., where a structured surface was used to shape the transmitted ultrasound field.[105] These fabrication techniques can
also be used to create ultrasound generating lenses, similar to
those designed by Baac et al.[15] and Alles et al.[106] Using submicrometer fabrication techniques, these simple curved lens
structures can be extended to Fresnel lenses,[107] allowing for
the development of micrometer-thick devices. The resulting
focused optical ultrasound generators have potential applications in diverse clinical specialties such as liver, prostate,
and bladder surgery, neurosurgery, and obstetrics and gynecology,[108] as well as in targeted drug delivery. Alternatively,
PDMS can be manipulated to form deformable lenses,[109,110]
allowing for the creation of optical ultrasound transmitters
with a tuneable focus that can be reconfigured for imaging and
high-intensity focused ultrasound applications.
Controlled patterning of an absorbing composite can
also be used to fabricate holographic ultrasound generating
devices.[111,112] Here, patterned optical absorption profiles are used
to generate custom wave fields and foci. A single holographic
generation field is used to produce a single ultrasound field
profile. This could be extended by using wavelength-specific
absorbers, allowing several field profiles to be encoded in a single
thin membrane and excited using different optical wavelengths.
Holographic ultrasound generation may open avenues into nondestructive testing, diagnostics, and object manipulation.[113]

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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both structural and molecular contrast. In the future, PDMS
composites could provide a broad range of sensing and therapeutic functionalities. With widespread interest in PDMS
composites in biomedicine, recent advances could be readily
translated for the development of new generations of optical
ultrasound generators.
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